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New Jersey is one of only four states — and the only one in the Northeast — sticking with a mandate that all 

people wear masks indoors in public despite recently released federal coronavirus guidelines saying fully 

vaccinated people no longer need to wear face coverings or socially distance in most cases. 

Gov. Phil Murphy on Monday did lift the state’s outdoor mask mandate and said he may ease indoor masking in 

the coming weeks. But he insisted that it’s still too soon for vaccinated New Jerseyans to get rid of masks even 

though the state’s number’s are improving as vaccinations continue.  

Here are some of the reasons Murphy and state Health Commissioner Judith Persichilli gave for keeping the 

mask rules: 

NOT ENOUGH ARE PEOPLE ARE VACCINATED YET 
Murphy said the majority of New Jerseyans are have still not been fully vaccinated against COVID -19. 

More than 3.7 million people who live, work, or study in the Garden State have now been fully vaccinated at 

New Jersey sites, while another 165,700 residents have been vaccinated in other states. 

The state has set a goal of having 70% of New Jersey’s adults vaccinated by the end of June. More than 54% of 

the state’s 6.9 million adults have been fully vaccinated so far, while kids as young as 12 are now eligib le to 

receive shots. 
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About 40% of the state’s 9.2 million total population has been vaccinated, while about 4.6 million have received 

at least one dose at state sites. 

By comparison, about 124 million Americans have been vaccinated — which is about 38% of the country’s 274 

million total population. 

But officials are still seeking to ramp up vaccinations in New Jersey as demand has decreased and many large 

municipalities have vaccination rates under 40%. 

Murphy said keeping the mask mandate “is overwhelmingly an incentive to get vaccinated.”  

NUMBERS ARE IMPROVING, BUT ... 
New Jersey has made “tremendous progress” in recent weeks against the virus, Murphy said Monday during  his 

latest coronavirus briefing in Trenton. 

The state’s seven-day average for new confirmed positive COVID-19 tests is now 711 — down 31% from a 

week ago and 76% from a month ago. 

There were 810 COVID-19 patients hospitalized across the state as of Monday night — the lowest number since 

Oct. 19. Overall, coronavirus hospitalizations are down 79% since the state’s second -wave peak of 3,873 

patients on Dec. 22. 

But Murphy said it’s too soon to drop masks because “we need to know unequivocally that doing so will not 

lead to a backslide in our progress.” 

“We think we have this thing on the run,” he said of the pandemic. “But when you’ve got it going in the right 

direction as we have it going now, the more time you can put on the clock, the higher chances are that you’re 

gonna drive this thing permanently into the ground.”  

Persichilli also noted the state’s daily COVID-19 deaths are still in double digits. An early coronavirus hotspots, 

New Jersey has the most coronavirus deaths per capita among American states, largely driven by the early days 

of the pandemic, when the virus spread rapidly through the region. 

The health commissioner also noted that the state has been seeing about 1,000 cases a day, though the number 

has been lower in recent days. 

“We know we can drive these numbers down even further,” Perischilli said.  

VARIANTS STILL SPREADING 
Persichilli also noted there are still COVID-19 variants spreading and information on that is still “evolving.”  

And officials said hospitalizations, while much lower, are still double what they were last August, when there 

was no vaccine. 

“We do have reasons to remain vigilant,” Persichilli said. “This is a serious and unrelenting virus.”  

Republicans have slammed Murphy — a Democrat running for re-election this year — over the decision, saying 

he’s not following science, even though he has cited the CDC before on imposing restrictions. 

“Instead of following the science here in New Jersey, we have a governor who continues to restrict personal 

freedoms to cater to the irrational fears of a timid liberal constituency,” state Sen. Michael Testa, R -

Cumberland, said Monday. 

NO WAY OF PROVING VACCINATIONS 
The CDC did not provide guidance on how people would prove they are vaccinated. It appears to be based on 

the honor system. 

Murphy argued that it would be on businesses to determine who is vaccinated and not, and that’s not plausible 

or fair. 
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“We’re not checking anyone’s vaccine status at the door when you go to the supermarket or to a hardware store, 

for instance,” the governor said. “I don’t know how we can expect workers to tell who is vaccinated f rom who 

isn’t, and it is unfair to put the burden on business owners and frontline employees to police every patron.”  

FORGET NEW YORK, OTHER NEIGHBORS 
New Jersey has often eased restrictions in a similar vein to their neighbors. But not this time.  

New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced Monday on Monday that his state will follow the CDC guidance. 

Two other next-door neighbors, Delaware and Pennsylvania, had previously announced they would adopt the 

CDC’s guidance. Connecticut is doing the same. 

“I just don’t want to get burned,” Murphy said. “I don’t want to go back. … If we can save one more life by 

leaving more time on the clock, it will have been worth it.”  

“I can’t speak for our neighbors,” he added. “They’ve been great partners. But on this one, we feel quite 

strongly.” 
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